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The quest for GW



Primordial GWs

GWamplitude ∝ H ∝ Einf
2 ≤1016GeV

Energy scale of inflation = GUT scale?

The huge expansion must have generated a GW background. Its amplitude 
is related to the energy scale of inflation.
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The huge expansion must have generated a GW background. Its amplitude 
is related to the energy scale of inflation.



Gravitational wave observatories

• If you want to detect gravitational waves, you have to know what their physical e!ect on
matter is — what do they do to things you can tape together and call a “detector”

• The fundamental influence of gravitational waves is to change the proper distance between
points in spacetime. That means if you have two free particles, and monitor the spacetime
interval between them, a gravitational wave will change that interval as it passes.

• The di!erent polarization states have di!erent e!ects on an array of particles. Imagine a
ring of free test particles. The + and ! states are named by the distortions they produce on
the ring. For a gravitational wave propagating into or out of the page, the e!ects are shown
below for a + polarization (in A) and for a ! polarization (in B)
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2 Astrophysics – Lecture

Polarization maps of CMB polarization

Precision timing of
millisecond pulsars

Laser tracking of drag-free
proof mass in spacecrafts 

orbiting the Sun Laser interferometers
on Earth

(also bar detectors) 

The spectrum of the GW in Hz, its various sources and the various 
techniques for detection. Mention Microwave Frequency Gravitational Waves 
as additional window.



CMB has a real chance to probe the GW produced during inflation. 
Extremely interesting is the 0.9K primordial GW background with blackbody 
spectrum!



CMB B-modes

• One of the various techniques (indirect!)

• Trying to detect primordial gravitational 
waves originated during inflation using CMB 
polarization

• Only technique exploring the effects of the 
very low frequency (large wavelengths) 
GWs

• SYSTEMATICS!!!!!!



George Gabriel 
Stokes

Born 13 Aug 1819 in Ireland

Theoretical AND experimental 
physicist

The polarisation ellipse is an amplitude description of the polarised 
light and cannot be directly measured.
In 1852 GGS showed that the polarization state of e.m. radiation 
can be characterised in terms of four intensity parameters. The pol 
ellipse and its associated orientation and ellipticity angles are 
directly related to the Stokes parameters.

Few concepts about polarization of e.m. waves. Apologies for the english 
spelling of polarization!
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The two equations on top describe a propagating e.m. wave along the z 
direction. Eliminating the propagator (omegat-kz)



Henri Poincare’
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Jones calculus

• Applicable to light fully polarized

• Incident polarized light identified by Jones 
vectors

• Linear optical elements are described by 
Jones matrices

• Describes amplitudes and therefore 
coherent light
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Mueller calculus

• Matrix method to manipulate Stokes 
vectors

• Describes intensities (measurable)

• 4 x 4 matrices

• generalization of Jones matrices

• Can treat fully, partial or no polarized light



Optical elements
• Represented by Mueller matrices

• Example, HWP with fast axis vertical:

• Any optical element can be represented
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Measuring polarization:
bolometers

• Bolometers are classical detectors: sensitive 
to <EE*>

• To get U and Q only way is to rotate the 
instrument by 450, or rotate the pol sky 
with a HWP

• Mechanical means systematics!

• (see bolometric interferometry)



Measuring polarization:
HEMT

• Cryo LNA do not detect. They amplify 
amplitudes!

• After amplification, amplitudes can be 
processed to determine U and Q without 
mechanical rotations

• No mechanical means less systematics!



CMB polarization 
experiments

• Observing site, frequency bands

• Optics

• Detectors

• Observing strategy

• Calibration

• Foregrounds

When designing a CMB B-mode experiment we need to take into account, 
and optimise, several components.



B-modes << 100 nK!

Then we must realise that we are trying to detect a very tiny signal about 9 
order of magnitude lower than the sky background. Not easy...





Upper%limit%for%B,modes�

Upper bounds at 95% C.L.�
  43 GHz band: r < 2.2�
  95 GHz band: r < 2.7� ���



Design of CMB B-
modes experiments

• Very challenging

• Problems: receivers, optics, atmosphere(*)

• 1/f noise and scan strategy

• side-lobes

• other instrumental effects

• calibration

• (*) from ground



Measurements strategies

Direct Imagers Interferometers

Bolometers

1,000s pixels
sensitivity
1/f noise!

Coherent

100 pixels
stability

low system.
room for 

improvement

Bolometers

No QL
No amplif.

Measure \ell
1/f noise!

Coherent

Complex 
electronics

QL
stability

room for 
improvement



Very%small%1/f%knee�

���

Observing data�
under Chilean sky�

fknee << fscan�

Double demodulation suppressed 1/f noise !!�

QUIET:



Very%small%1/f%knee�

���

Scan%freq.�

Noise%property%
of%experiment%

E:modes%

B:modes%

Measurement 
range�

QUIET is free from effects of 1/f noise !!�

QUIET:



Systema(c*error*for*B*modes�

The*smallest*syst.*error*to*date:*δr<0.01*
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Bolometric 
interferometry

• Adding interferometry with bolometers as sensitive 
detectors

• Puts together two good things: sensitivity of detectors 
and interferometry

• First proposed in 1999 by LP (and PT) while in 
Wisconsin

• Produced MBI instrument

• Inspired BRAIN/QUBIC and EPIC-WISC

• Cheap way to make very large correlators



Ryle’s Adding Interferometer (1952) 

�visibility� 



MBI-4 interference 
 fringes 

•  Baseline formed by horns 2 and 3 
•  Observed Gunn oscillator on tower 

Observed Signal (Bolometer #9) 

Simulated Signal 



Phase&
modulator&

LO&~9&GHz&

IF&amplifiers&
Ku;band&

Ku;band&
horns&

mixer&

L;band&
co;ax&
inputs&

Fringe&
plane&

L;band&
LNAs&

A simple correlator

See Watson’s talk for an alternative proposal

Correlator



G"M$cryocooler$

30K$shield$

3K$shield$

Input$feed$ Output$feed$

Circ$to$rect$
transi;on$

Rect$to$circ$
transi;on$

LNA$

Interference$Plane$

Vacuum$can$

Output$Window$

Input$Window$

Eccosorb$box$

Can be used as polarimeter for CMB B-modes

Active Quasi-Optical Correlators: good for space?
Correlator does not use power! (It is passive)



Table 2: Comparison of current, future and ultimate achievable sensitivity to CMB polarization 

a)      Goal sensitivity of each feed to !T = (!Tx+!Ty)/2 and Stokes parameter Q or U, defined as (!Tx-!Ty)/2. 
b) Sensitivity for 100 mK, Ge thermistor, Polarization-Sensitive Bolometer pair, assuming 1.0K RJ instrument 

background, 50% optical efficiency and 30% bandwidth. 
c) Same for HEMT amplifier with noise 3x quantum limit over 30% bandwidth.  The sensitivity quoted is    2-1/2 x NET, 

to take into account the ability to measure Q and U simultaneously with appropriate post-amplification electronics. 
d) The ultimate limit to sensitivity to Q or U, for zero instrument background and a noiseless direct detector. 

 
A bolometric polarimeter requires a method of cleanly modulating the input polarization prior to 

detection.  Cooled rotating waveplates would be extremely expensive and risky to implement.  An 
alternative it so use Faraday rotation in cylindrical waveguide.  A prototype 100 GHz polarization 
modulator based on this principle has been developed by our group, in collaboration with Todd Gaier and 
Mike Seiffert at JPL, and appears quite promising. This “solid-state waveplate” allows the input 
polarization to be rapidly rotated prior to detection by a pair of polarization sensitive bolometers that are 
embedded in the waveguide.  This scheme will first be tested in ~ 2004 by BICEP, a 100 and 150 GHz 
polarimeter designed to be sited at the South Pole, which will have approximately the same instantaneous 
sensitivity to CMB polarization as Planck. 

In addition to being optimized for polarimetry, a next-generation CMB polarization mission will 
require significantly higher sensitivity as well, as there is no guarantee that the amplitude of the gravity-
wave signal will be as large as that shown in Fig.1. The “Ge bolometer” sensitivities in Table 2 are ~ 2.5x 
better than the goal sensitivity of the Planck HFI. The “CMB BLIP” column shows that only another factor 
of ~2 can be had by reducing instrument emission and detector noise to zero. More gains could be made by 
frequency multiplexing so that two or more of the requisite bands can share the same focal plane area. 
Finally, large filled arrays could, in principle, provide increases of a factor of ~ 1.5 in sensitivity over the ~ 
2F" feedhorn arrays employed on Planck.7 
 
SZ Astronomy 

In comparison with the current state of CMB polarimetry, SZ astronomy is in a relatively mature state.  The 
unmistakable signature of the effect has been detected by a variety of experiments. The challenge now is to 
develop instrumentation that will achieve mapping speeds sufficient to make routine the  “serendipitous” 
detection in blank field surveys of high redshift clusters. 

Much excitement has recently centered around the potential of a new generation of receivers built 
around large, arrays of bolometric detectors and coupled to large ground-based telescopes.  To realize the 
full potential of this class of instruments will require an enormous leap in detector technology.  Consider, 
for example, The Large Millimeter-wave Telescope, a 50 m dish that is scheduled to see first light in ~ 
2004.  The telescope should ultimately achieve diffraction limited resolution at 217 GHz (the null of the SZ 
thermal effect, and of particular interest to exploiting the kinetic SZ effect) of ~ 0.15 arcmin.  Filling even a 
modest 4’ diameter field of view with 0.5F" pixels will require well in excess of 1,000 pixels. Several 
groups at this workshop will report on exciting new detector architectures that will allow such large arrays 
to be realized.  There are several options for (i) how to couple the radiation in each pixel (dense arrays of 
“pop-up” detectors or dense planar arrays of antennae or absorbers),  (ii) how to detect the radiation 
(Transition Edge Superconducting (TES) detectors or Kinetic Inductance Detectors (KIDs), and (iii) how to 
multiplex the signals (time domain or frequency domain SQUID-based muxes for TES detectors, 
frequency-domain HEMT based muxes for KIDs). 

The possibility of kilapixel arrays of background-limited detectors with sub-arcmin resolution 
operating near the peak brightness of the CMB is enough to make observational cosmologists giddy.  We 
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[GHz] [µKCMB sec
1/2

] [µKCMB sec
1/2

] [µKCMB sec
1/2

] [µKCMB sec
1/2

] 

30 120 (LFI) 45 40 19 
45 140 (LFI) 38 42 18 
70 180 (LFI) 33 48 17 
100 220 (LFI) 31 59 16 
150 60  (HFI) 33 91 16 
220 90  (HFI) 48 185 18 
350 275 (HFI) 160 882 28 

13 
14 
16 
20 
30 
62 
290 

LNAs above the blue line can be BLIP even with working at QL 

1 x QL 

Hints for a space mission multi-wavelength
20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 GHz



HEMT better than 
bolos?

• Operating characteristics of HEMT are 
generally superior to bolometers

• Dynamic range, linearity, dependance of 
responsivity on cryostat temperature, 
reproducibility, infrared power loading, 
speed, sensitivity to RFI, required operating 
temperature, etc.



HEMT in space 

!   A space mission for low frequencies (<70 GHz) will be 
competitive with bolometric missions. 

!   Example: a cluster of small, simple satellites forming an 
interferometer for measuring the B-modes 

!   Interferometer vs imaging ! it is the subject for 
another talk! 

!   From the ground, having the atmosphere, if we reach 
the QL, LNAs will be competitive with bolometers 
above 70 GHz. 



Comparing bolometers and 
HEMTs 1 

!   Bolometers 
!   Detect power 

!   No quantum limit 

!   Broadband thermal 

!   Large format 

!   Need T0 < 300 mK 

!   Little power dissipation 

!   1/f dealt mechanically 

!   Interferometry possible 

!   Little digital 

! Cryo LNAs 
!   Amplitude/phase 

!   Quantum limit 

!   Sensitive only RF 

!   Medium format 

!   Need T0 ≈ 20K 

!   Power hungry 

!   1/f dealt electronically 

!   Interferometry standard 

!   Totally digital 

16-24/07/2012 CMB and High Energy Physics 



Comparing bolometers and 
HEMTs 2 

!   Bolometers 
!   Need optics to form 

images 

! Polarimeter complex    
(no simult. U&Q) 

!   Need band-pass filters 

! Microphonics 

!   Sensitive to Temp 
fluctuations 

!   Complex back-end 
electronics 

! Cryo LNAs 
!   Interferometer with no 

optics 

! Polarimeter integrated 
(measure U&Q) 

!   Thermal filters 

!   Little microphonics 

!   Sensitive to RFI 

!   Complex back-end 
electronics but digital 
sampling possible 

16-24/07/2012 CMB and High Energy Physics 



Imagers need FT of maps
Interferometers measure \ell directly

Imagers difficult multiplexing
Interferometers complex correlators
(mention QO and AQC)

1/f noise of bolo require mechanical modulation
After amplification, electronic modulation give stability to coherent systems

Bolo more sensitive than coherent

Bolo >70 GHz (dust)
Coherent < 70 GHz (sync)

Advantage of interferometers over imagers because of no aberrations on the 
edge of the array



Bolometers are better (?) 

!   No QL 

!   Large format arrays 

!   Limited by photon noise – in principle 

!   Sensitive up to sub-mm/IR 

!   Relatively simple fabrication techniques 



HEMTs are better (?) 

!   Dynamic range 

!   Linearity 

!   Dependence of responsivity on T0 

!   Dependence of responsivity on IR power loading 

!   Speed 

!   Required operating temperature T0 

Stability!



mode signals by differencing both legs of the analyzer instantaneously.  We have developed a compact dual 
analyzer (see Fig. 5) consisting of a pair of polarization-selective bolometers11 (PSBs).  Placing the 
bolometers together at the output of a single-mode feedhorn ensures well-matched beams on the sky.  Dual 
analyzers are thus relatively immune to common-mode noise sources, such as temperature drifts, gain 
drifts, sky noise, and common-mode pickup from microphonics and electro-magnetic interference. 
 

 
 
Figure 4:  Sensitivity of bolometer- and HEMT-based receiver systems for CMB polarimetry.  The goal sensitivities per 
feed for Planck LFI (HEMT-based, solid circles) and Planck HFI (bolometer-based, solid squares) in polarization-
sensitive channels.  The sensitivity achievable with 100 mK bolometers, assuming 50 % optical efficiency, 30 % 
bandwidth, 5x dynamic range, and a 1 % emissive 60 K telescope (open squares) is about a factor of three better than 
Planck HFI, but does not allocate sensitivity to systems noise sources.  Bolometer sensitivity compares favorably to 
that of future HEMT amplifiers (open circles), calculated assuming 3x quantum-limited noise performance, 30 % 
bandwidth, and simultaneous detection of both Q and U.  The ultimate background-limited sensitivity from the CMB, 
assuming 100 % efficiency and a noiseless detector, is shown by the solid curve. 
 

Mechanisms such as rotating waveplates, wire grids, K-mirrors, and Fresnel rhombs12 are commonly 
used to modulate polarization.  Such mechanisms are challenging to implement at low temperature, and can 
introduce pickup from microphonics or EMI into sensitive bolometers and low-noise readout electronics.  
Waveplates are difficult to operate over a wide spectral band, and must be stacked together to obtain wider 
spectral coverage.  Furthermore, high-sensitivity polarimeters inherently require large optical throughput, 
so the modulator must be physically large.  For example, the QUEST receiver is using a 20-cm, 5-element 
waveplate cooled to 77 K.  Implementing this technology in a space-borne experiment, for a receiver with 
equivalent or larger optical throughput, is a significant engineering challenge.  An alternate technology, the 
solid-state Faraday modulator, relies on an applied magnetic field to produce Faraday rotation in a section 
of ferrite coupled in waveguide.  Polarization is modulated without moving parts, but one modulator is 
required per feedhorn. 

Measuring polarization of the CMB at the < 0.1 uK level using a receiver with instrumental 
polarization and cross-polarization at the 10-2 level may at first seem an impossible task.  However, 
scanning bolometric receivers measure temperature anisotropy at the 10’s of uK level from balloon-borne 
and ground-based platforms.  Therefore, spurious polarization must not confuse CMB temperature 
anisotropy and grad-mode polarization as measured through the instrument with true CMB grad-mode and 
curl-mode polarization.  Instrument polarization renders structure in the CMB (or atmosphere) polarized, 
and must be calibrated such that these structures do not induce false signals.  Fortunately, instrument 
polarization is readily measured by observing an unpolarized source such as the CMB dipole, or a beam-
filling calibrator.  Cross-polarization mixes Stokes Q and U parameters, and can produce false curl-mode 
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Inside an LNA 

!   Integrate a complete radiometer on a single module 
(MMIC) 

Figure 1: A 95-GHz module with the radiometric components integrated (left) and the 90-element 95-GHz array
under assembly (right).

QUIET observes the four CMB patches listed in Table 1. Each scan is performed with a half
amplitude of 7.5! and repointed when the sky has drifted by 15!, making up deep coverages of
! 15! " 15! on each patch. The observing scan is a periodical scan in azimuth with the speed
of ! 6!/s, with a fixed elevation and rotation angle about the optical axis. We use two means
to achieve parallactic-angle coverage: sky rotation from diurnal sky motion and weekly rotation
about the optical axis (boresight rotation).

About 10% of our observing time is dedicated to calibrations. Calibrations of polarization
angle, spurious polarization due to leakage from I (intensity) to Q/U, and the responsivity are of
importance. We calibrate these by combining daily and/or weekly observations of astronomical
sources such as the Moon, Jupiter, and Taurus A; and the ‘skydip’ (scanning the telescope up and
down in elevation), which is performed once per 90 minutes. Supplemented by measurements
using a broad-band polarized noise source and a rotating wire-grid, we achieve the required
calibration precision for Phase I. We also spend # 10% of observation time scanning galactic
plane for the purposes of calibration and galactic science.

4 Analysis

Our two independent analysis pipelines employ di!erent and complementary techniques: one
uses pseudo-C! estimators11,12 and the other is based on maximum-likelihood map-making and
power-spectrum estimation13,14. It is critical to cut data contaminated by fluctuations of envi-
ronmental or instrumental origin. Such selection criteria are under development using results
obtained from the null-test suite described below.

Our policy is to not look at polarization power spectra until the criteria are defined and the
data pass a variety of predefined null tests, each designed to validate our understanding of a
particular possible systematic e!ect. In each test, the data are split into two subsets; CMB maps
(m1 and m2) are made from each half, and we compute the power spectrum of the di!erence
map (mdi! $ [m1 % m2]/2), to check consistency with zero signal.

One example is to split the data into those obtained from Q-sensitive channels and U-sensitive
ones. Excess power should arise in this null spectrum if there were instrumental systematic e!ects
that show up di!erently in those channels. A preliminary result for this null test using 44 GHz
data is shown in the left panel of Fig. 2, where the power spectra are consistent with zero signal
as expected. Each division has 16 bins, 8 bins in E-mode and B-mode power. A test suite of
32 divisions makes a total of 512 points that should be consistent with zero. The right panel of
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the !2 values of those points for one of our CMB patches. The
data distribution is consistent with that from Monte Carlo simulations, validating our selection
criteria and noise model.



  

Horn array and bolometer array: which one is cleaner electromagnetically? 

SKY Optics and then SKY 

In addition, if interferometer, each pixel is as good as the others. Imagers suffer from aberration on 
the edge pixels



S. Pole vs Atacama



≤110 GHz PWV not critical 
(better go high altitude)

Bolo domain

HEMT domain



Transistor + MMIC
• Towards Quantum Limit

• Reduce physical temperature of cryo LNAs

• Improve input matching
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IMPORTANT:*this*specific*proposal*has*NOT*been*shared*yet*with*Wisconsin,*
Brown*and*IIT*Indore.*It*is*intended*to*open*a*discussion*on*its*technical,*
scientific*and*political*feasibility.**
!
Summary:*
*
A"CMB"ground,based"W,band"HEMT"B,mode"experiment"is"proposed."It"is"
composed"by"building"3"or"4"single"antenna"elements,"each"equipped"with"~500"
horns."Extrapolating"our"results"at"Ka,band,"it"is"possible"to"achieve"5"times"QL"
noise"at"W,band"(20,25K)"in"the"LNAs."
*
*
The*proposed*system*
*
A*50*cm*diameter*window*will*accommodate*about*500*WDband*horns,*if*the*
horn*diameter*is*19*mm*f/3*[hexagon*with*13*horns*on*the*side*=*25*horns*on*
the*diameter].*
*
500*horns*will*require*1,000*cryogenic*multiDstage*LNAs*with*an*obvious*
dissipation*issue*to*be*solved.*
*
My*proposal*consists*in*dividing*the*active*block*into*two*separate*blocks:*a*first*
single*stage*transistor*on*the*second*stage*of*a*mechanical*cooler*(usually*10K*
but*also*4K*would*be*possible*with*at*least*1.5*Watts*of*cooling*power*available)*
followed*by*a*second*MMIC*stage*amplifier*block*on*the*first*stage*of*a*
mechanical*cooler*(usually*around*40K*with*tens*of*Watts*of*cooling*power*
available).*In*the*figure*below,*I*propose*to*insert*at*the*L*and*R*output*of*the*
polarizer,*a*single*transistor*stage*(not*shown).*
*
*
*

*
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Figure 1. (left) A schematic of the QUIET pseudo-correlation polarimeter. (right) A subset of modules are configured
as shown in order to measure di!erential total-power.

increase in sensitivity can only be achieved by increasing the number of elements, N , in the radiometric array,
in tandem with further improvements in the sensitivity of the individual detectors.

The Q/U Imaging Experiment (QUIET) is an experimental program to measure the polarization of the CMB
from the ground using MMIC arrays at two frequencies, deployed at the high and dry Chilean site of Chajnantor
in the Atacama desert. QUIET aims to measure or place strong limits on the B-mode polarization due to
primordial gravity waves. In order to achieve the required sensitivity, the experiment exploits a breakthrough
in packaging and miniaturization, which enables the cost-e!ective mass-production of MMIC-based polarimeter
modules, to make large arrays of detectors. Further details about the currently deployed Phase I of QUIET can
be found in Refs. 13–16.

This paper describes the 44 GHz (Q-band) and 95 GHz (W-band) QUIET polarimeter modules. The ar-
chitecture of the pseudo-correlation polarimeters is discussed in Sec. 2 while the implementation and packaging
is described in Sec. 3. The performance of the modules in Phase I is discussed in Sec. 4 and plans for further
module development to enable Phase II of QUIET are briefly reviewed in Sec. 5.

2. RADIOMETER ARCHITECTURE

The expression for radiometer sensitivity given in Eqn. (1) above assumes that the receiver gain is constant. In
practice, the receiver will experience gain variations which contribute noise, since the detector cannot distinguish
between increased power due to changing signal or changing gain. For amplifiers, the power spectrum of these
gain variations is of the form 1/f!, with ! typically in the range 1–2. An important concern in the architecture
of the polarimeter is the suppression of these 1/f gain fluctuations. Di!erential receivers can reduce the impact
of amplifier instabilities17, however in recent years, the “pseudo-correlation” radiometer18 has been introduced
as an improvement over Dicke switching (allows more rapid switching, typically lower loss in hybrid than in
ferrite switch and facilitates sideband separation) and used in the WMAP and Planck-LFI instruments.

Figure 1 (left) shows the architecture of the QUIET pseudo-correlation polarimeters (the same basic scheme
is used in both the 44 GHz and 95 GHz modules). A septum polarizer splits the input from a feed horn into
left (Ex + iEy)/

!
2 and right (Ex " iEy)/

!
2 circularly polarized components, each of which is amplified in a

di!erent leg of the polarimeter (where, Ex and Ey are orthogonal components of the incident electrical field,
with equivalent noise temperatures Tx and Ty). The amplifier gains in each leg are denoted gA and gB. In one
amplifier chain (“leg B”), a synchronous phase switch adds a 180! phase lag so that when the signals are passed
through a hybrid coupler, the outputs give E2

x " E2
y , or Stokes Q, after square-law detection and synchronous

demodulation. The other amplifier chain (“leg A”) also includes a phase switch (for phase matching) set to a
fixed phase state. Stokes I is recovered by taking the average of the diode outputs. Taking the outputs of the first
hybrid as inputs to a second hybrid gives ExEy, or Stokes U, when the outputs of the second hybrid are detected
and synchronously demodulated. This architecture has the following advantages: (i) both linear polarizations
traverse each leg, so that gain fluctuations in the MMIC amplifiers are common-mode and are suppressed by
demodulation; (ii) both Stokes Q and U are measured simultaneously, giving an advantage in sensitivity.

40K*4K*
*
*
*
*
The*two*blocks*are*thermally*isolated*and*optically*coupled*by*facing*two*
flanges,*with*chokes,*with*a*separation*of*a*fraction*of*the*wavelength*(100*um*
should*be*enough).*
*
If*we*now*assume*that*the*single*transistor*stage*front*end*LNA*uses*1*mW*and*
the*second*MMIC*stage*uses*10*mW,*from*the*figure*below*we*see*that*we*can*
potentially*accommodate*the*large*HEMT*camera*in*a*single*cryostat*equipped*
with*a*Sumitomo*RDKD415D.*
*
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A*better*schematics*of*the*proposed*cold*front*end*is*represented*in*the*next*
figure:*
*
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*
The*most*important*element*is*the*single*transistor*stage*at*4K.*It*serves*a*dual*
purpose:*provide*the*first*stage*of*amplification*and*dominates*the*total*noise.*In*
view*of*a*mass*production,*I*propose*to*design*this*stage*as*a*simple*MMIC*
where*the*input*and*output*are*waveguide*probes*integrated*into*the*MMIC*chip.*
In*this*way,*no*wireDbonding*on*the*RF*path*are*needed:*only*DC*bias.*
*
A*sketch*of*the*block*is*depicted*below:*
*
*

*
*
The*finline*structure*has*better*RF*performances:*better*tolerances,*optimal*
matching*and*better*topology.*
*
*
*
Preliminary*KaDband*results*with*T+MMIC*
*
A*simple*LNA*block*has*been*designed*and*manufactured*to*test*our*Transistor*
in*front*of*MMIC*idea*(T+MMIC).*We*used*a*CRYO3*transistor*with*a*PlanckDlike*
matching*network*(KaDband*Planck*bandwidth)*in*front*of*a*mediocre*Faraday*
MMIC*(tested*alone*in*the*Quijote*1.3*plot).*As*it*can*be*seen*in*the*plots*below,*
the*results*are*quite*encouraging.*Please,*notice*that*a*JPL*KaDband*LNA*has*also*
been*tested.*

4K 20K

optical gap



*
Our*data*show*clearly*that*there*is*still*a*reasonable*advantage*in*continuing*to*
cool*well*below*20K*physical*temperature,*with*a*linear*improvement.*Below,*it*
is*also*shown*the*asymptotic*high*temperature*behavior*of*the*LNAs*that*we*
tested,*showing*that*it*might*be*difficult*to*judge*the*cryogenic*behavior*based*
only*on*room*temperature*noise*data.**

*
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The range of available cooler configurations and 
associated control electronics allows for optimal 
size and mass scaling for the capacity requirement 
of a particular application. The autonomous control 
electronics incorporate high stability temperature 
and active self-induced vibration control as well as 
fault management.  

Northrop Grumman’s space-flight proven  
cryocoolers and electronics offer scalability, 
efficient performance and demonstrated reliability  
to enable critical instru ment/optical performance  
with assured mission success.

W ith more than 20 years experience 
developing cryocooler technology, Northrop 
Grumman has produced and delivered over 

35 space-qualified cooler systems to date, more than 
the rest of U.S. industry combined.  

Designed to operate over 10 years with unchanged 
performance, Northrop Grumman coolers have 
accumulated more than 100 years of on-orbit 
performance without failure. 

Northrop Grumman’s reliable, efficient and light- 
weight pulse tube cryocoolers are designed for 
cooling scientific instruments, sensors and optics 
over a wide temperature range from 1.7K to 300K  
(-456°F to 80°F). The wide temperature and cooling 
power ranges are produced using four sizes of non-
wearing, flexure-bearing compressors and passive 
(no moving part) pulse tube cold heads that assure 
longevity without performance degradation.  Simple 
mechanical and thermal interfaces facilitate  
payload integration.

The four standard scaled compressor designs use 
a vibrationally balanced, back-to-back configuration. 
Available configurations include single or multi-
temperature linear, coaxial and Joule Thomson cold 
head versions. Cooling can be provided at distances 
of 10’s of meters from the cryocooler device.
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Small space mission?

• 1st stage cryo LNA @ 20K (~1W)

• 2nd stage MMIC @ 60K (rad. cooled)

• >1,000 polarimeter with current 
commercially available space coolers

• Could be the “COBE-like” mission for B-
modes: “detect but not characterise”



The next technology
for PRISM-like?

• IDEAL: amplifiers with no QL

• KIDs parametric amplifiers?

• Can beat QL by “squeezing” quantum noise 
into the quadrature component

• Very little power dissipation: 10,000s pixels 
in space?

• Perhaps Mega-pixel mm/sub-mm 
polarimetric camera/interferometer in 
space?
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Observation of 4.2-K Equilibrium-Noise Squeezing via a Josephson-Parametric Amplifier

B. Yurke, P. G. Kaminsky, and R. E. Miller
ATd'c T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

E. A. Whittaker
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, IVew Jersey 07030

and

A. D. Smith, A. H. Silver, and R. W. Simon
TRW Space dc Technology Group, Redondo Beach, California 90278

(Received 9 October 1987)

%e have demonstrated 42% squeezing of 4.2-K thermal noise using a Josephson-parametric amplifier
operated at 19.4 GHz. The amplifier has been operated at 0.1 K with an excess noise of 0.28 K referred
to the input port. This is less than the vacuum fluctuation noise hv/2k 0.47 K at 19.4 GHz. The
amplifier thus is less noisy than a linear phase-insensitive amplifier such as a maser could in principle be.

PACS numbers: 05.40.+j, 42.50.Dv, 84.30.Ey, 85.25.Cp

Recently there has been considerable experimental
success in the generation of squeezed states at optical
frequencies. Because of their promising utility in sensi-
tive measurement, z it is desirable to devise squeezed-
state sources over a broad range of the electromagnetic
spectrum. We are engaged in an effort to generate
squeezed microwaves3 in the K band, 18-26.5 GHz.
Such a source should allow the study of Rydberg atoms
interacting with squeezed microwaves. As a promising
step we have demonstrated the squeezing of 4.2-K equi-
librium noise using a Josephson-parametric amplifier
(JPA). A 1.8-K drop (42% squeezing) was observed in
one amplitude component of the noise emitted by the
JPA. The squeezing of thermal noise is of interest in its
own right since it can be used as a noise-reduction tech-
nique even when a system is not performing near the
quantum limit. In particular, back-action-evasion detec-
tion techniques work on thermal noise and are of in-
terest in connection with increasing the sensitivity of
Weber-bar gravitational-radiation detectors.
JPA's are notorious for their poor noise perfor-

mance. Recently, however, good noise performance
has been achieved with rf superconducting-quantum-
interference-device (SQUID) parametric amplifiers. ' "
Our JPA has been operated at 0.1 K with an excess noise
of 0.28 K when referred to the amplifier's input. Since
at our operating frequency, 19.4 GHz, the quantum
noise floor @to/2k is 0.47 K, the device has been operated
in a domain dominated by quantum noise. The JPA, in
fact, exhibits less internal noise than a linear phase-
insensitive amplifier such as a maser must exhibit be-
cause of spontaneous emission.
The circuit diagram for our JPA is shown in Fig. l.

Two Josephson junctions (J) form a dc SQUID. Mag-
netic flux is coupled into this SQUID via the inductors
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FIG. 1. A Josephson-parametric amplifier. See text for de-
tails.

L, through the +I, and I, curre—nt-bias lines. In this
manner the critical current of the effective junction
formed by the parallel combination of the two junctions
can be adjusted for optimum performance. The phase of
the effective junction is controlled by the current-bias
line I&. The junctions are in parallel with an LC resona-
tor consisting of the parallel combinations of capacitors
C and inductors L. Since the Josephson junction and in-
ductors are in parallel and form an rf SQUID loop, the
overall circuit can be viewed as an rf-SQUID-para-
metric amplifier. The JPA is operated in the degenerate
mode where the pump current propagating along the
50-0 transmission line oscillates at 38.8 GHz (twice the
carrier frequency of the signal). This current modulates
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A Wideband, Low-Noise Superconducting Amplifier with

High Dynamic Range

Byeong Ho Eom†, Peter K. Day⇤, Henry G. LeDuc⇤, Jonas Zmuidzinas†⇤,

(Dated: January 12, 2012)

†
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91125, USA

⇤
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91109, USA

Amplifiers are ubiquitous in electronics and play a fundamental role in a wide

range of scientific measurements. From a user’s perspective, an ideal ampli-

fier has very low noise, operates over a broad frequency range, and has a high

dynamic range - it is capable of handling strong signals with little distortion.

Unfortunately, it is di�cult to obtain all of these characteristics simultaneously.

For example, modern transistor amplifiers o↵er multi-octave bandwidths and ex-

cellent dynamic range. However, their noise remains far above the fundamental

limit set by the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics.[1] Parametric am-

plifiers, which predate transistor amplifiers and are widely used in optics, exploit

a nonlinear response to transfer power from a strong pump tone to a weak signal.

If the nonlinearity is purely reactive, i.e. nondissipative, in theory the amplifier

noise can reach the quantum-mechanical limit.[2] Indeed, microwave frequency

superconducting Josephson parametric amplifiers[3, 4] do approach the quantum

limit, but generally are narrow band and have very limited dynamic range. In

this paper, we describe a superconducting parametric amplifier that overcomes

these limitations. The amplifier is very simple, consisting only of a patterned

metal film on a dielectric substrate, and relies on the nonlinear kinetic induc-

tance of a superconducting transmission line. We measure gain extending over

2 GHz on either side of an 11.56 GHz pump tone, and we place an upper limit
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S.„(v)=qF (y)S;.(v)
+(I —q' ') lq' 'F(y)+ I]S~,.(v), (2)

where S;„(v)is the power spectrum at the input port and
S~„,(v) is the power spectrum of the noise emitted by
the losses, rl is the reflection coefficient of the JPA when
the pump is turned ofl', and p is the relative phase be-
tween the local oscillator and pump. The function

F(p) =2G —I+2G'~ (G—I)'~ cos2$ (3)
describes the phase-sensitive gain of the JPA as seen by
a homodyne detector, where G is the power gain for the
signal at vo+ v. The pump-off spectrum S,tr is obtained
by our setting F(p) =1 in Eq. (2).
When an intense probe signal at frequency vo+ v is in-

jected into the input of the JPA, Eq. (1) reduces to
dS(v) =101og~o[F(y)]. (4)

Thus, F(p), G, and p can be measured with a classical
probe. When only thermal equilibrium noise is present
and the cold termination and the JPA are at the same
temperature T, then (since v« vp)

S;„(v)=S~„,(v) = —,
' hvocoth(hvo/2kT).

Figure 3 shows the experimentally measured noise
power level AS(v) as a function of p for the case when
all the low-temperature microwave plumbing is held at
4.2 K with the aid of 1 Torr of helium exchange gas.
These data were taken at v=70 MHz. With use of a

mixer performs homodyne' detection in which the sig-
nal at frequency vo+ v (vo is the LO frequency) and the
idler at frequency vo —v are both mapped to the same i.f.
frequency v by the mixer.
In order to measure the small changes in the noise lev-

el reported by the spectrum analyzer, a lock-in detection
technique was employed in which the pump was switched
on and off' via switch S2 of Fig. 2. The resulting
differenced power spectrum BS(v) at i.f. frequency v is

1+rid S,„(v)/kTdAS(v) =101og~o (1)I+gdS, a v kTd

where S,„(v)and S,a(v) are the power spectra of the
signal, as seen by an ideal homodyne detector, at the out-
put of the JPA when the pump is on and off, respectively,
and k is Boltzmann's constant. All the noise measure-
ments reported here were taken with a Hewlett-Packard
model HP8566B spectrum analyzer. A resolution band-
width of 1 MHz, a video bandwidth of 10 Hz, a frequen-
cy span of 1 MHz, and a setting of 1 dB/div were em-
ployed. The average noise level of a given spectrum-
analyzer trace was recorded with a computer. Typically
150 such readings were averaged per setting of the local
oscillator phase p.
If we assume that the JPA losses (such as Josephson-

junction shunt resistances) all appear in parallel, '5 then
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classical probe, the classical gain G was measured to be
1.48. Also, the reflection loss rl was measured to be 0.38
(4.2-dB loss) by comparison of the reflection from the
JPA, with the pump off, to that of a short (with use of
waveguide switch S 1). The solid curve in Fig. 3 is a
comparison of theory [Eqs. (1)-(3) and (5)] with the
data. There are no adjustable parameters since G, q, p,
T, rid, and Td are all independently measured. From the
observed maximum noise reduction AS =—3.7x10
dB, a drop AT=(Td/rid)(1 —10 ~' ) of 1.8 K below
the 4.2-K equilibrium noise floor can be inferred. This
corresponds to a 42% squeezing of the equilibrium noise.
The possibility that detector saturation could be

affecting the measurements was ruled out in a separate
experiment in which a probe signal was injected into the
mixer at a frequency offset from the LO by 55.6 MHz to
monitor the mixer gain while the JPA's noise was mea-
sured at an i.f. frequency of 70 MHz. The mixer gain
remained constant to within + 5X10 dB while the
noise level AS(v) exhibited 3 x 10 -dB squeezing.
In order to demonstrate that the pump-off noise floor

(the zero of Fig. 3) is 4.2-K equilibrium noise, the JPA
and the cold termination T were cooled to 0.1 K. The
JPA was adjusted for a gain G of 1.60 and the reflection
loss rl was measured to be 0.50 (3 dB). The phase p was
adjusted for a maximum gain. The expected h,S from
Eqs. (1)-(3) and (5) is 1.92x10 dB. The measured
AS was (2.82+ 0.04) x10 indicating an excess noise
of (9.0+0.4) x 10 dB (0.44+ 0.02 K).
Viewed as being generated internally, the noise can be

referred to the JPA's input by division by rl[F(0) —1].
One then obtains 0.28 K for the JPA's noise tempera-

FIG. 3. Thermal-equilibrium-noise squeezing at 4.2 K. The
open-circle data, taken with AT of Fig. 2 set for a maximum
attenuation, establish the baseline. When pump power is
delivered to the Josephson-parametric amplifier the noise
(filled circles) drops below the baseline for certain settings of
the relative phase between the LO and the pump. The smooth
curve is a comparison of theory with experiment with no ad-
justable parameters.
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